Demand Working Group
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Overview and Deliverables of
Demand Savings Group
! What: The Term Sheet and 2016-2018 Plan establish a “small
Demand Savings Group” to “explore approaches to cost-effective
new demand reduction/peak reduction electric and gas initiatives.”

! Required Initial Deliverables: The PAs will provide a report
to the Council setting forth the specific scope, tasks, and detailed
timelines for this group by the end of Q1 2016.

! Longer Term Mission:

The successful development and
actual implementation in-the-field during the 2016-2018 Plan period
of new demand/peak reduction initiatives.
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Group Organization
! Organization
-

Steering Committee (PAs/LEAN, DOER, AG, Council Consultant, ISO-NE)
with a set of sub-groups
PAs have a leadership and project coordination role and are responsible for
making final proposals
Anticipated sub-groups include:

• System level summer peak issues
• System level winter peak issues (including gas issues)
• Distribution level peak issues (including geographic targeting)
-

Subject matter experts and Councilors with specific relevant experience
expected to participate in subgroups and share expertise

! Kick-off and Keeping Full Council Engaged
-

Kick-off Steering Committee Meeting on January 27th
Keep group and sub-groups small and comprised of experts for maximum
effectiveness
Steering Committee will report ideas out to full EEAC at appropriate
intervals (contemplating monthly) and solicit feedback
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Group Goals
Initial goal is to develop a strategy and analytical framework to dictate how we
should be thinking about issues surrounding demand reductions
Overarching Methodology
Identify the problems
•

•

What are the specific
problems and their
drivers?
Where in the system
is it occurring?

Analyze costs and
risks

Evaluate solutions
•
•

Who and where
should we target?
What types of
technologies and
solutions will
customers adopt?

•
•
•

How much will this cost
and appropriate cost
recovery approach?
Are there any
unforeseen risks?
What additional benefits
can be quantified?

The goal is to prioritize analysis on “biggest bang for the buck”
activities and provide actionable insights for implementation.
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